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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

U.S. ISIS TERRORISTS
Planning U.S. Nuclear Attacks
March 25, 2016 – The American Resistance Party reports that Mike Adams posted on
the thecommonsenseshow.com webpage the following: "We’ve just learned from the Daily Mail

that the ISIS terrorist bombers in Brussels planned to attack a nuclear power plant. The terrorists had been
staking out the home of the nuke plant director, whom they planned to kidnap to gain access to the power plant.
“The Brussels terrorists were preparing
an attack on a nuclear power plant and
had recorded 12 hours of reconnaissance
footage,” reports the online paper. “Hours of
film of the home of the Research and
Development Director of the Belgian Nuclear
Programme were discovered in an apartment
in Brussels raided by anti-terrorist police
following the attack in Paris.” What’s the goal
of all this? It’s obvious: The terrorists
hoped to cause a nuclear meltdown in
Brussels and unleash a nuclear
holocaust in the heart of the EU. And
according to the politically correct delusional
bureaucrats running governments and media
outlets, this is allour fault because we did
something to make the terrorists angry. (Yes,
indeed, the terrorists are never responsible for
their own actions… at least, according to the lunatic mainstream media.)"

Adam also writes: ""Thanks to the complete lack of border security in America — due to deranged, insane

politicians who desperately need more illegal voters to enter the country — we also know that ISIS terrorists
have already entered the USA and are likely planning the same sort of attacks here."

The American Resistance Party recommends all to be alert and watchful. Resistance
against the Muslim threat and ISIS terrorism is the watchword of the day!
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